ICT:
Moving floor robots around Island / Treasure maps;
program a floor robot; decide on the sequence of
floor robot; debug a simple program (using floor
robot); plan/implement/test and debug an
algorithm; use problem solving and logical thinking to
program multiple floor robots. E-Safety.

Art:
Foil sea life shapes, Modrock,
create a whole class map of Katie
Morag Island – using ice painting.

PSHE:
Good to be me
thinking feelings and making
them positive. Looking at, and
respecting, the
similarities/differences between
people.

PE:
‘Commotion in the Ocean’
Children to perform dances using
the story for inspiration.

Science:
Living things and their habitats
- explore and compare the differences between
things that are living, dead, and things that have
never been alive
- identify that most living things live in habitats
to which they are suited and describe how
different habitats provide for the basic needs
of different kinds of animals and plants, and how
they depend on each other
- identify and name a variety of plants and
animals in their habitats, including microhabitats
- describe how animals obtain their food from
plants and other animals, using the idea of a
simple food chain, and identify and name
different sources of food.

Music: ‘The Long and Short of It’ from Music
Express.
Children to complete activities linking to Pirate and
Seaside songs.
Life Boat Centre Visit?
Sea Life Centre Visit?

Geography
Islands - Katie Morag
Life on an Island., What islands do we know? What
are we surrounded by? The United Kingdom as an
island. Differences- advantages and disadvantages of
living on an island. Island maps- pirate maps. Jobs on
the island. Weather on islands – comparisons.
Travelling to an island and how we could get there.
Creating/looking at maps. Haverigg Lighthouse
Centre; why is it important?

Literacy:
Non Fiction - fact sheet about animals under the
sea
Poetry – ‘Patterns on a Page’.
Poetry- looking at patterns and word creation on
the page. Perform some Seaside poems.
Descriptive Writing – description of different
scenes.
Links to Katie Morag – book reviews.

